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Philadelphia, PA… NAPOLEON will present a one-night only performance exhibition 
by Lance Pawling and Messapotamia Lefae on Friday, December 14th, 2012, from 
6:00 pm to 10:00 pm.  The two drag artists will host an immersive performance art 
installation entitled THE BEREAVED. 
 
The gallery will be transformed into "O'Reilly's Funeral Home," in which a series of 
micro-murder-mysteries will play out, each with a different culprit.  The audience is 
guaranteed to witness the most overwrought, deranged and melodramatic funeral 
ever to take place north of Mifflin Street.  Though entitled The Bereaved, the 
performance has very little to do with grieving or the deceased.  Instead, Pawling and 
Lefae satirize narcissism and pettiness in the face of tragedy.    
 
The performances will continue on a rotational basis, though each will be unique.  
Pawling and Lefae will randomly select audience members to become characters in 
the show.  The 7-minute rolling performances will occur every 20 minutes (:00, :20,  
:40) between 6:00 and 10:00 pm.   The audience is encouraged to wear mourning 
attire. 
 
NAPOLEON is a collectively run project space that strives to provide a platform for 
new work and new ideas.  In keeping with that mission, NAPOLEON occasionally 
holds open calls to discover emerging talent. Lance Pawling and Messapotamia 
Lefae were selected because they are expanding and blurring the boundaries of 
performance art.  NAPOLEON is located in the second floor of the Rollins Building, 
which is situated between Vine and Callowhill Streets—only a few blocks east of the 
Race-Vine stop on the Broad Street Line.  Street parking is available. 
 
About the Artists 
 
Lance Pawling is a visual and textile artist who specializes in hand crafting discarded 
objects into upcycled masterpieces. Pawling is also a seasoned performance artist, 
whose costumes are just as imaginative, innovative, and explosive as his 
performances. 
 
Messapotamia Lefae is a post-gender sartorialist. Constantly shape shifting, “Messy” 
creates and designs chic and conceptual looks that glorify gender-queerness and the 
supernatural. Formally trained in contemporary dance and theatre, Messy's live 
performance art is satirical, subversive, and mystical; her surrealist dance films and 
multimedia dance works are cerebral and introspective. 
 
An eccentric pair, Pawling and Lefae have collaborated to curate cabaret shows and 
to produce vaudeville-esque performance art that is at the same time clever, 
hysterical, and vulgar. Their flavor of avant-garde consists of a pinch of grandma, a 
touch of delirium, a dash of misanthropy, natural laxatives, and more than one safety 
pin. 
 


